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National institutions, local networks, policy arenas and cultural distinctiveness
Media present and media past in Scotland has been characterised by asymmetrical relations of power in the nexus of the UK policy-making arena (Schlesinger, 2008 , Blain, 2009 .
Following the 1998 devolution settlement, political oversight of media and communications remained with Westminster but oversight of culture was devolved to the Scottish Parliament.
This chapter situates itself in the period between the 1930s and 1990s, the period of administrative devolution in Scotland. It will argue that cultural precipitants for political devolution developed in the conjunctions and disjunctions between film and education policy in the 1930s and then again between media and education policy in the 1970s. On both occasions, the argument for an administrative solution to the Scottish problem was felt to be the 'least revolutionary' option (Mitchell, 1989) . By 1998, however, political devolution was conceded, possibly on the same grounds.
Scholarly work producing knowledge about feature and documentary film in Scotland 1 evolved through the twentieth century using what have become familiar disciplinary concepts (Grieveson & Wasson, 2008) . 2 Historical institutional accounts of broadcasting in Scotland (McDowell, 1992 , Sweeney, 2008 offer insight into Scottish institutional policy-making and 289 the struggle for representation in the UK arena but the early history of the Scottish Film Council (SFC), Scottish Screen's predecessor, remains relatively under-explored. Constituted as both a cultural and an educational institution, the SFC operated at the crossroads of a number of interesting policy conjunctions. This included the Scottish Education Department, a devolved power since 1707, the autonomy of which was subject to negotiation with the Privy Council until 1939 and the Scottish Office thereafter until 1998, and the British Film Institute (BFI), which was also subject to the Privy Council in the early days of its formation.
This chapter will consider the usefulness of the relationship between the Scottish Film Council and the Scottish Education Department (SED) in the argument for and efficacy of devolution. There has been little sustained analysis of the corpus of educational film in Scotland. Possibly more banal (Billig, 1995) than other filmic markers of Scottish distinctiveness, 21,308 educational films had been borrowed from Scotland's 'regional' film library, the Scottish Central Film Library (SCFL), by 1941 3 . This chapter suggests that the work educational film performed had a double utility in that it made visible a cultural particularity upon which contracts for devolved powers in both film and education arenas were negotiated by policy-makers and upon which the continued legitimacy of Scottish institutions relied. The history of the Scottish Film Council (SFC), and arguably Scottish Cinema, is inextricably bound to the history of Scottish Education and the history of devolution in Scotland. Everyday devolutionary practices, situated in the politics of cultural difference in the nexus of continuously shifting spaces and places of power, created an infrastructure that would scaffold a precarious filmmaking community in the address of 'the Scottish problem' (Mitchell, 1989) .
The SFC was formally constituted in Glasgow in 1934. 4 Established in the year following the formation of the British Film Institute (BFI), the identity of the SFC as a national 290 institution, rather than a regional film office, was navigated from the outset with the help of the Association of Directors of Education in Scotland (ADES), an influential group of Scottish educationists (McPherson and Raab, 1988) . ADES was a professional body representing the newly organised local education authorities. Before ADES emerged in 1920, the administration of Scottish Education by the London-based Scotch Education Department (SED) was operationalised by the Schools Inspectorate (HMI) (Humes, 2000 (Humes, , 1986 . ADES offered a potentially democratic element to the governance of Scottish Education and together with HMI provided powerful central stewardship.
The Scottish Educational Film Association (SEFA) was the second key local intermediary.
Comprising 5,000 teacher members from across Scotland (Barclay, 1993) SEFA encouraged the teaching workforce to engage with film in all its emergent forms. SEFA's advocacy positioned film as 'useful' (Acland & Wasson, 2011; Hediger & Vondereau, 2009) 
in and for
Scotland and, therefore, as public good.
Problem Scotland: devolution, devolution, devolution
Successive political, economic and cultural policy failures to address Scottish particularity frames Scotland as a problem space. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century the 'problem' was primarily considered in terms of proximity. Difficult to administrate at such a distance, the re-organisation and re-location of the Scottish Office to Edinburgh was regarded as the 'least revolutionary' of the alternatives that included Home Rule or 'complete absorption and anglicisation' (Mitchell, 1989) . Mass unemployment in the 1930s was regarded as a distinctive Scottish problem stemming from an over-reliance in west-central Scotland on a narrow industrial sector. The failure of Whitehall to implement the Scottish Office's recommendation at the time to diversify regional industrial production until the 291 1960s and focus instead on alleviating unemployment through social expenditure was suggestive of a bigger problem (Campbell, 1979) . Political devolution had been under discussion since at least the 1920s but the merger between the National Party of Scotland, formed in 1928, and the Scottish Party, formed in 1932, establishing the Scottish National Party in 1934, led to a solution widely described as 'administrative devolution' , Mitchell, 2009 (17) The capacity of this new office of central government came under increasing scrutiny as the twentieth century evolved. Its efficacy was challenged publically in 1979 when the first devolution referendum was held. The UK government moved to constrain the outcome of that referendum and despite a result narrowly in favour of political devolution -51.6% voted yes and 48.8% voted no -it failed to meet the requirement for 40% of the electorate. Eighteen years later, the 1998 devolution referendum result was 74.3% and 25.7% respectively (Hutchison, 2001 ).
Media, education and the public sphere
John Reith and John Grierson explicitly articulated a purposive relationship between media, education and the public sphere in their visions for radio broadcasting and documentary film respectively. However, Grierson's claim to have organised an 'educational revolution ' (1990) in the process is questionable. The social purpose of publicly funded broadcasting in Britain is declared through its three principles, to educate, inform and entertain. Sufficient definitional vagueness facilitates an arguably useful classificatory blurring that relegates education to a service role on the periphery of disciplinary interest. Film and media theory in
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Britain has yet to evidence the educational work film and broadcasting performs yet its aesthetic and production culture has been condemned to the wastelands of instrumentality and propaganda respectively. By contrast, Maija Runcis and Bengt Sandin's (2010) study of educational broadcasting in Sweden takes a multidisciplinary approach and offers a compelling rationale for the value of such work. Concluding that educational broadcasting provided a 'forum for negotiation for a number of interested parties' (172), the book's title,
Neither Fish Nor Fowl, captures the dilemma well.
Very little research has been undertaken in the UK regarding the classification of 'educational film' or its utility. Scholarly work on the corpus of industrial film in Europe (Hediger & Vondereau, 2009 ) and the cultural utility of 'other' cinema (Acland & Wasson, 2011) analyses the everyday work of film culture and argues that the strategic weakness of form re-focuses the analysis on the job of work film was made to do. Zoe Druick's (2008 Druick's ( , 2011 ) work on education and film in The League of Nations and UNESCO draws a similar conclusion. When writing about 'non-canonised' (Elsaesser 2009: 26) film, the idea of focusing 'on a specific location, a professional association, or even a national or state initiative' (22) in the context of this edited collection on regional media aesthetics is helpful.
Elsaesser's case for a broader research agenda that incorporates film history in media archeology is also pertinent in this context.
In her work on industrial film, Yvonne Zimmerman discusses the fruitfulness of analysing industrial film as 'a media practice that focuses on its function as utility film ' (2009: 102) . 
Glasgow puts educational film to work
Glasgow Corporation's education officials were particularly successful in promoting the use of film both inside and outside the classroom in the 1930s (Lebas, 2011) . The development of a systematised service in Scotland created the space for Glasgow Corporation to raise its profile. Some of the Corporation's teachers and founding members of the Film Society of Glasgow (1929) , and the newly appointed Director of Education for Glasgow (R. M.
Allardyce), founded the Scottish Educational Cinema Society (SECS) in 1930. 5 The Chair of the Corporation's Education Committee, Charles Cleland, was SECS Honorary President.
Charles Cleland had held a number of elected positions within the Corporation since 1891.
He was also a member of the Commission on Educational and Cultural Films set up by the British Institute for Adult Education. Its report, The Film in National Life (Gott, 1932) Lindsay Paterson (1997) argues that this process of 'negotiating' autonomy from the UK required the practice of 'pragmatic nationalism' whereby devolved powers were conditional on the basis of sufficient but not excessive difference.
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The Glasgow Herald reported the Corporation's early experiments with the 'teaching film'. 6 The availability of educational film up to this point was limited to what was being produced in the US and didn't meet the needs of Scottish classrooms. Described as a 'didactic instrument' the educative or 'teaching' film, also termed 'scholastic', 7 had a different purpose to the looser category of educational film. 8 The teaching film was required to 'avoid cheap humour', use repetition, slow motion and 'continuous shots' (The Glasgow . By contrast, educational film, or the 'background film' (educative film foregrounded pedagogy)
was 'material, narrative, scenic or descriptive' and held to be particularly valuable for 'cinema children' who 'showed greater understanding of the work done than those who had to rely only on other means' 9 . The work educational film performed for literacy development therefore, thus linked explicitly with 'equal opportunities' (SFC & SEFA, 1940) 10 . At that time, local education authorities were in the process of constructing a contemporary model of education that would be fit for an industrial twentieth century. The support of the emerging middle-classes for the provision of a universal public education system that widened access and increased participation was vital. The use of new film technologies and texts in Scotland's classrooms, therefore, was important to the myth of Scotland's 'democratic intellectualism' and, thus, a distinction that would frame Scottish Education as different from that on offer elsewhere in the UK. Non-fiction film in general and educational film in particular, therefore, was put to work in pursuit of this objective.
The east coast rival to the Educational Cinema Society was formed in Edinburgh in 1933 (Barclay, 1993 In public discourse, while the 'teaching film' did the work of legitimising the use of film in the classroom, education researchers in Scotland were also interested in children's popular cultural tastes and preferences and the use of the 'background film' and the 'entertainment film'. Both Edinburgh and Glasgow city councils undertook research into children, young people and the cinema. 13 The Director of Education in Edinburgh, J. D. Frizzell, was also an influential figure in the administration of Scottish Education. Allardyce had the ear of the Scottish Education Department but Frizzell led the Association of Directors of Education.
The Edinburgh study was part of a wider programme of social enquiry looking at children's attendance at the cinema in the UK (Smith, 2005) .
The Glasgow study, on the other hand, underway at the same time, and described by the Glasgow Herald as 'An Aid to Backward Children', 14 focused on the potential of film for 298 progressing learning. Other research such as the Middlesex Experiment (Richards, 2010) had established the case for general interest or background films, but the Glasgow experiment was keen to understand 'the effect of using film regularly as an integral part of the teacher's stock-in-trade'. 15 The Edinburgh study legitimised children's popular cultural tastes and preferences whilst the Glasgow study legitimised the pedagogy of film. School cinemas also screened popular 'entertainment' films for children; the first school in Glasgow to install a cinema was in 1931 in the Gorbals, an area with acute socio-economic challenges. 16 Teachers accompanying children to commercial cinemas for matinee performances scheduled during the school day was also encouraged as well as attendance at the matinee programmes on Saturdays. By 1938, SEFA had 5,000 members, calculated by Trevor Griffiths (2013) , to constitute 18% of the teaching workforce. More significantly for policy discourse there was no equivalent English association. SEFA established an experimental filmmaking group who used colour filters, exposure meters and animation. 20 Teachers who didn't have the time (or inclination) to make films themselves submitted treatments/scenarios for the filmmaking group to produce. 21 SEFA organised study circles, film weekends and summer schools, and held projector demonstrations in schools in Glasgow, where 1,000 teachers were reported to have attended in just one week for instruction in the use of projectors. ADES requested that SEFA's Film School be acknowledged as a qualification credential (Barclay, 1993) .
A new industry: the construction of (just enough) difference
In 1938, SEFA had also organised 32 matinees in 41 theatres for a total audience of 80,000 and put together age-appropriate programmes to help guide cinema programmers.
SEFA had also instituted the Film Reviewing Scheme, 22 and it was noted 'arrangements in 
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The JPC would 'deal with the production of films which might be sponsored by the government' (Barclay, 1993) . Throughout the 1970s in Scotland, questions of representation and accountability were emerging in political, economic, administrative and cultural domains. Such questions exposed the failure of administrative devolution to address the constitutional problematic of a 'stateless nation' (McCrone, 1992) particularly during a period of profound societal change.
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At this time, Scotland's institutions were failing to put its particularity to work for Scotland and its license to devolved powers was thus put at risk.
Betwixt and Between: the spaces and places for practising everyday distinctiveness
This chapter has not attempted to combine spatial and temporal signifiers to distil a national essence. 30 Instead, it has explored how analytical history (Tosh, 2006 ) makes more visible the process of negotiating everyday distinctiveness in the flows of power between nations, regions and cities through space and time. Scholars in the political and social sciences point to the manifest acceleration of support for political devolution in Scotland as an increasingly more viable solution to local economic, social and cultural issues than its administrative predecessor could provide. 31 The term itself did acquire more substantive conceptual value as the decade unfolded. However, a binocular lens that explicitly links media and education policy across the twentieth century in Scotland affords a better understanding of devolution as a cultural practice enacted in the politics of space and place.
The decision to separate media and communications from culture in the second 1998 devolution referendum settlement may not have been a wise decision in a constitutive moment (Hampton, 2005) . The potential for social and political change lies in the distinctiveness of cultural practices enacted in the everyday conjunctions and disjunctions forged between spaces and places; and between jurisdictions, national institutions, local networks and policy arenas in a converged media environment. At the time of writing, the first 2014 independence referendum in Scotland returned a majority in support of the continuation of political devolution. Whether that will be judged to have been the 'least revolutionary' option remains to be seen but as a solution to the problem of Scotland, its time may have been called.
